Assignment 4: Due: see course webpage

- This assignment is to be done individually. You may discuss the assignment with each other and/or in the course newsgroup, but you have to write it yourself.

- Use the `handin` command to hand in your assignment electronically. In your home directory make a subdirectory `cs405`. In `~/cs405` put a subdirectory `a4`. Put all the files to handin in `~/cs405/a4/`. Then issue the command “`handin cs405 a4`”. You can resubmit until the due date. If you have not submitted by the due date you can still submit, but only once.

- This assignment is worth a total of 100 points.

- For late and other penalties see the course website.

---

**Summary of Guest Talks**

Write a short summary of the “guest talks” (there are 3 or 4). Try to keep the writeup under two pages (about 1/2 page per talk). When I mark this assignment I will give you full marks if I conclude you have attended the talk and paid attention. In your writeup you may wish to include the following points:

1. In 2-3 sentences describe the content of the talk.

2. What is the application area of the talk (i.e., research, industrial, AI, games)?

3. Does the talk describe a general simulation technique or a specific technique? What is the purpose of the simulation(s) discussed?

4. Describe the types of models discussed in the talk.

5. Describe the types of simulations discussed in the talk.

6. What did you not understand, or found unclear?

7. Any other observations/comments you may have.

Hand in a file with your writeup, and the coversheeta4.txt.